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A heartfelt examination of the spiritual power of Native American drumming, including authentic

stories, chants, and rituals.Perhaps the first conscious beating of the drum sound occurred as

we gestated in the wombs of our mothers. Beat after beat, we grew within the sea of our births,

and then we were born into the air of the world—when did we begin to separate from that

beat? How long will it be before we hear the beating again?Gabriel Horn, White Deer of

Autumn, is an award-winning writer who has provided a nuanced look at Native American

culture and spirituality for decades. Now, he shows how drumming can take us back to our true

selves and connect us to each other and the earth. Spirit Drumming follows his journey to the

drums, including a history of drumming in Native American communities, an investigation of

drums as living beings, and an authoritative reckoning on vibration as a conduit for healing. In

addition to sharing stories of people he has known who have been affected by the drums, he

also provides information on how to integrate other sacred elements in your drumming (such

as feathers, cedar, sweetgrass, and tobacco), transcripts of chants you can use in your own

practice, and ceremonies for thanksgiving, birth, the harvest, children, and more.
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PRESENT, THE DRUMMINGThe original attitude of the American Indian toward the Eternal,

the “Great Mystery” that surrounds and embraces us, was as simple as it was exalted. To him it

was the supreme conception, bringing with it the fullest measure of joy and satisfaction

possible in this life.—OHIYESA (DAKOTA) FROM THE SOUL OF THE INDIANFasterAnd the

drum soundsAs the spirits move closer …—CHIEF DAN GEORGE (CO-SALISH) FROM MY



HEART SOARSEverything I know I learned by listening and watching. Now-a-days people

learn out of books instead. Doctors study what man has learned. I pray to understand what

man has forgotten.—VERNON COOPER (LUMBEE) FROM WISDOMKEEPERSCHAPTER

ONESPIRIT DRUMMING WITHIN THE NARRATIVESIn a universe wide as daylight and bright

as starlight, there is the potential for unlimited possibilities and unimaginable diversity. This

enables us to think and perceive ourselves and the world and the universe in a much more

humble and open way, for the potential within us can only be limited by the way we allow

ourselves to think.When you sit alone in your space of spirit drumming, you reconnect to that

which connects you to all things. Some call it Spirit and think of the collective spirit as the Great

Spirit, the sum total of all spirit. For me, it is the incomprehensible something I learned to call

the Great Holy Mystery. The drum I beat upon and on which I sing my songs; the beat I make

with my drumstick, and the songs themselves are all of the Mystery. Some came to me in

dreams. Some I learned. Some become spontaneous. I am tapping that part of myself that is

Spirit. But the spirit does not belong to me. It is not my spirit, it is the spirit of the Great Mystery

that exists within me, that exists in all things, and in which all things exist.Unimaginable.

Indefinable.Whether you choose to sit with your drum alone, or in a circle of others, imagine if

each individual brings such awareness to the circle. The experience will be focused, the intent

will be strong, and the potential for achieving the communication we are seeking with that deep

down part of ourselves that is our own center will be pure. We are here now in this moment on

our journeys, wanting to be good people in this world. Perhaps then, with drums in our hands,

we can achieve what the late Oglala holy man, Black Elk, describes as the “first real

peace.”The first peace, which is the most important, is that which comes within the souls of

human beings when they realize their relationship, their oneness, with the universe and all its

powers, and when they realize that at the center of the universe dwells Wakan Tanka, and that

this center is really everywhere, it is within each of us. This is the real peace; all the others are

but reflections of this.—BLACK ELK (LAKOTA)Imagine …If you choose to be part of this spirit

drumming with me now, come with an open mind. And, please, remove your watch. You don’t

want to insult the power of natural time. Yes, you can peek at your watch on the table if you

need to, if you have a meeting to attend, or a job to do, or when you think someone is

expecting you, say, a child to be picked up at school. For this is the time to allow the acquired

teachings and narratives of Spirit Drumming to teach the things that maybe you have forgotten:

the simplest of things you did as a child when you picked up a stick and beat it on the ground,

or when you clapped your hands, or tapped your foot to the beat of a song, or when you once

felt the conscious joy of rhythm and relationship with the Earth and the universe.If it were me, I

wouldn’t have my cell phone turned on, either. Remove the technology of distraction; maintain

the philosophy of natural interaction.In the old way, through observation, we learned a good

deal about how to do things. Watching not the artificial time on the clocks on walls or strapped

on our wrists, but the way the Sun travels across the Sky. The Moon as she waxes and wanes.

The solstice and equinox. The birds building their nests: watching … how respectful and quiet

the adults were around the drum. Watching … how children were taught to be respectful and

quiet around sacred things and moments as well. Nothing else could be tolerated. Watching …

a man placing pinches of tobacco on the drum head and offering gratitude. Watching … the

people using the smoke of sweetgrass and sage to cleanse the drum and drumsticks and even

themselves, freeing their minds of feelings and energies not healthy for a ceremony. They

listened … if someone told the story of a symbol he or she chose to paint on a drum, and

through listening, they learned that everything has spirit and meaning …Over time, they

listened … to the ancient stories of Trickster, or the personal experience stories of the adults



and elders that showed what can happen in a ceremony, or in a sacred gathering, when the

meanings and good intentions turn discordant. They learned to be patient, with others and with

themselves. They learned there are no quick fixes to wisdom, or even when it comes to

healing. They listened to the stories. To the narratives. They contemplated their significance,

their relevance. They listened to the stories when the spirit drumming taps the Spirit of all that

is and nourishes the Spirit of all who are present, and how the energy can become so strong, it

can alter time and perception, and make things happen that are good.Whether a ceremony of

a hundred, or a ceremony of one, the intention of the moment reconnects us to the Spirit within

us that is in all things, and to the Great Holy Mystery, and it is from that place the spirit

drumming begins.Within the stories of these journeys dwell the teachings. The lessons. The

way to be and perhaps not to be … The choices we have been given. What I have learned, as

little as that may be, and what the writers in Spirit Drumming have contributed from their own

life journeys and the drum, we share with you—the feelings, the situations, the wisdom, and

even the magic that exists within them. The rest is up to you.And so, as it was then, may it be

now …THE DRUMMING OF THE ELDERSMariJo MooreThe spirit of the wind shook the

treesas if wanting them to leaveand not witness what was to happen.But the trees felt the

drummingbeating deep inside their rootsand accepted the bliss of needful pain.They heard the

pounding of their brothersmaking known the sadness, making known the truthawakening the

stagnant message of old.Reminding the trees, as they had always knownbefore healings can

occur, hurt has to be drummed outand acknowledged and accepted.The elders cried with

worry of their grandchildrentears falling onto the resonant skins, drumming, drummingrepeating

fears that the world is changing.But the pain carried in the drumbeatsis necessary to reach the

hearts of the youngand allow them to accept the knowledge of the elders.The world is

changing but old ways can be modernized.This is the way of growth.Message given, message

carried, message received.The drums have done their partthe trees have witnessed and

blessed the soundsand the spirit of the wind is at rest.—MARIJO MOORE, INDIGENOUS

AUTHOR, POET, EDITOR, SEER; EDITOR OF GENOCIDE OF THE MIND AND WHEN

SPIRITS VISIT.CHAPTER TWOON THE BACK OF A TURTLE’S SHELLThrough this Native

American creation account, a story reveals less about the creation of the universe, but does,

however, reveal a lot about how humankind is descended from the stars, from the people who

live in the Sky. That’s how it was explained to me. As humans, everything that we are created

from is of the Earth, our Mother. But, the origin of our existence, the ones who created us, who

made us, descended from the Sky People, the first immigrants. What this creation account also

reveals in its telling is that we all come from Woman …Imagine the turtle drum beating now;

the heart of a turtle often beats long after the turtle has died. Turtles are known for their strong

hearts, so a turtle drum, even one made of wood and animal skin with turtle symbols,

especially resonates with the heart of the Earth and the hearts of all beings. There are still

Indigenous peoples of North America who call this land Turtle Island. Or Turtle Continent. And

one reason for this is the stories that are passed on, not just through listening or reading, but

those stories felt in the blood …Listen as the turtle drum speaks …Ages ago, before there

were people in the world, Mother Earth was covered in water. It has been said that there were

no people living in the world at this time. They lived in the Sky World, and that it was from this

world that the ancestors of humans had arrived on Mother Earth …A woman fell from the stars

through a hole in the Sky World where she had lived. The hole opened into this world, which

was then all water, on which floated waterfowl of many kinds. There was no land at that time. It

came to pass that as these waterfowl saw this young woman falling, they shouted, “Let us

receive her,” whereupon they—at least some of them—joined their bodies together, and the



young woman fell on this platform of bodies. When these grew weary, they asked, “Who will

volunteer to care for this woman?” The great turtle then took her, and when he got tired of

holding her, he in turn asked who would take his place.At last the question arose as to what

they should do to provide her with a permanent resting place in this world. Finally, it was

decided to prepare the Earth on which she would live in the future. To do this it was determined

that soil from the bottom of the primal sea should be brought up and placed on the broad, firm

carapace of the turtle, where the shell would increase in size to such an extent that it could

accommodate Sky Woman and all the creatures that would be produced on land thereafter.

After much discussion, the toad was finally persuaded to dive to the bottom of the waters in

search of soil. Bravely making the attempt, he succeeded in bringing up soil from the depths of

the sea. This was carefully spread over the carapace of the turtle, and at once both began to

grow in size and depth.After the young woman recovered from her fall from the upper world,

she built herself a shelter, in which she lived quite contentedly. In the course of time she

brought forth a girl baby, who grew rapidly in size and intelligence … The daughter then gave

birth to male twins who had the power to change the world—changes that would make living

on Earth for all beings a pursuit of balance within an easy and comfortable life, and a life of

struggle and challenge.And thus life on land began on the back of a great turtle, and a woman

who fell from the Sky.CHAPTER THREEIN THE LAND OF THE DRUMThe way things are

going in the world right now, the power of what is bad seems to be making everything out of

balance and, the way I see it, we’re hanging on to this out-of-balance world by a thread, and

that thread has connected us to this book. That thread has connected us to the drum.The

times we live in are very different from the ones when tribal drums resounded throughout this

land. Yes, just as we do today, the ancients certainly had their challenges. I have learned from

various tribal peoples of this land, that this is not the First World, nor even the Second. We are

living, according to some of them, in the Fourth World. For others, the Fifth World. And I have

learned that those in each world met with great changes. For some of us, as for those who

lived in past worlds, a certain despair suffuses our planet and all beings who separate their

hearts from the Earth. The beating in our hearts is the beating in hers. The beating of the drum

is our thread intertwining with the pulse of the Mystery. It may very well be the sound of our

new emergence into the next world.I understand that today on Turtle Island, in this land of the

drum, civilized humans have intellectually separated themselves from nature, causing

cataclysmic changes for much of life on Mother Earth. So many people have become so

civilized in their thinking, and surrounded by so many technologies, that they have embraced

the oh-so-silly idea that because they have these technologies, they are the planet’s superior

beings. This self-proclaimed superiority has given them the freedom to be irresponsible in

dealing with our environment, as well as violent and oppressive toward each other and all other

life forms. This is not the mentality that Sky Woman perceived as she was rescued by the

beings who lived here. It is not the kind of mentality I would want to bring to the drum and to my

drumming.So this is my advice of nearly seventy years on this journey: Hold on to that thread

that has led you to the drum as if it were tethered to your very soul and spirit. You see,

regardless of all the technology at our fingertips, some of us still have a semblance, a speck of

primal spirit that beckons, that hasn’t been so diluted that it has disappeared. No matter where

we originated, many of us have felt the power of this land of the drum and have been drawn to

that which is ancient.That being said, this continued interest in the drum might also be one of

civilized society’s passing whims, an attempt by some merely to try something new. It may be

fun. It may be exhilarating. It may momentarily satisfy that feeling we have of wanting to

reconnect to something tribal. But, for others, perhaps even many, using a drum for expression



of spirit, using a drum to pray, or using a drum to connect with something sacred may very well

be what they truly need, but not what they really want. No one is looking up at you from these

pages and judging.On the other hand, this idea of the drum could be a newfound passion,

which now emerges from somewhere deep inside you; an enchanting curiosity, perhaps, that

summons you, and does offer you wisdom that can help to guide you, magic that can help you

secure your hold to the Earth, energy your soul has been crying out for. Maybe that is why the

drum is beckoning you.And so, now may be the time, or not, to decide that when you hold the

drum, and beat upon the skin of a living being, you are connecting to an ancient way of feeling

life on this land called Turtle Island. Of seeing life on this land. Of living life as it was originally

intended in the land of the drum—and all the while listening to the beating that is your own

heart.MY SENSES ON FIRELisa DavisI first heard it at the Red School House in St. Paul,

Minnesota, many decades ago.It was so powerful and loud! My senses were on fire—I

viscerally felt “it” in my body. Felt what? I didn’t really know. It was indescribable and ineffable.

The collective drumbeats, mixed with the voices in different octaves, entranced me. I felt as if I

was being hugged in the metaphorical arms of a loving mother (Mother Earth!). The rhythms

and tones were hypnotic.As a Red School House student, and the only non-Native student to

have graduated from there, I was honored to be invited to sing with their drum group. I got to

experience a deep tradition steeped in the centuries. I am eternally grateful; it was a rich

experience on so many levels. With the drum, I felt connected to everyone and everything. The

drum took me out of my head and into my heart and spirit. I felt the circle in me. Not just the

feeling of being part of the circle, but the circle itself. For me, it was a direct conduit to God, the

Creator, and the Great Mystery. As a teenager who suffered much chaos and confusion, this

place offered beauty, comfort, and safety. The voices and the drumbeats would float above any

earthly worries. Hearing that, I knew we all belonged and I felt the compassionate respect for

every being—be it person, animal, bird, tree, or stone.Recently, I visited the northern

Minnesota woods. I was on a hundred-acre farm, with sixty acres in its native forest. Walking

through the forest alone, I felt the intangible presence of the drum circle. Spontaneously, I

started using my hand as a drumstick. Instantly, I burst out into a Native song. I may have

made it up but I felt the presence of the collective spirits around me. For the next few days, I

sang this song over and over again, sometimes at the top of my lungs. The pulse of the rhythm

helped remind me that I am part of the circle and I am the circle itself.—LISA DAVIS,

LABORATORY SCIENTIST AND PSYCHOTHERAPIST, 1975 GRADUATE OF RED SCHOOL

HOUSE.CHAPTER FOURANOTHER WAY OF SEEING … THE HOLY LANDThe people living

in this land now, a land that many Indigenous peoples today still refer to as Turtle Island, do not

regard anywhere in the Americas as the Holy Land. For them, the Holy Land exists in the

Middle East, or some other place in the world. However, the Holy Land for me, and many of the

peoples represented in this book, remains here, in the place more commonly to all of us known

as America.This does not mean we cannot have more than one Holy Land because the Earth

herself is holy. She is sacred.We can never be free of violence in this country until the people

who live in this country regard the very land they walk upon as their Mother.—

NIPPAWANOCKPART TWOBIRTH AND REBIRTHRebirth of an Indigenous KindIt’s like we’ve

gone through a different sort of maturation, a process of spiritual growth, however slow or

intense,and we evolve back to a higher state of primal state of mind,an insightful awareness of

our place,a deeper consciousness, and we changeseeing ourselves in the world that is never

quite the same …We have been Reborn into Nature! And, for many of us, it can be the sound

of the beating drumthat initiates our rebirth, our reconnection … That exists within our own

heartsAnd brings us home.CHAPTER FIVEBECAUSE WE USE THE DRUMWhat can be more



precious than a newborn child being introduced to the universe? For me, nothing. To beat the

drum to help prepare the path of words to come: to hold that baby up to the Sky, to turn that

baby to the four directions, to lift that baby into the embrace of nature, introducing the infant to

all things great and small. I have asked through prayerful petition that the forces of life and

nature allow this new person passage through the stages of life and into the sacred time of old

age. What can be more important? What can be more symbolic? What could be more

meaningful?For me, nothing.The way of the drum takes us to these special moments. Because

we use the drum, we acknowledge our relatives of Earth and Sky. Because we use the drum,

we see ourselves as a part of this incredible world and unimaginable universe. Because we

use the drum, our children and our grandchildren will know that their part in creation began

here and now with their introduction to the universe.Or, perhaps, it is your own introduction.

Perhaps it is you who has the need to stand on our Mother, the Earth, beneath our Father, the

Sky, and introduce yourself to them. Tell them and the Moon and the Sun and stars, and the

clouds and the wind, and the rain and the waters of the Earth, and the birds and the animals,

tell all the life you feel and see around you … Tell them who you are—a relative who lives

among them! Ask for their permission …A PRAYER PRESENTING AN INFANT TO THE

WORLD[The drum, the one that you care for, the drum where you leave your tobacco offerings,

burn your prayer sage, or purify with your sweetgrass. Now, even in your mind, this, the drum

you begin beating, beating steady, a strong steady rhythm …]Ho! You Sun, Moon, Stars [say

the words]All you that move in the heavens,I bid you hear me![The drum still beating steady, a

strong quiet rhythm you will not stop until the address has been made, appealing to powers

and elements of the world, and of the universe.]Into your midst has come a new life.Consent

you, I implore!Make his path smooth,That he may reach the brow of the First Hill![The drum still

beats steady, strong, now in sync with everything.]Ho! You winds, clouds, rain, and mist [say

the words aloud]All you that move in the air,I bid you hear me!Into your midst has come a new

life.Consent you, I implore! [Drum still steady, still beating …]Make his path smooth,That he

may reach the brow of the Second Hill![Drumming … Drumming … Drumming … Steady

steady in rhythm with your heart and the heart of Earth and the origin of all things … steady,

beating, steady, beating, beating, beating …]Ho! You hills, valleys, rivers, lakes, ocean, trees,

grassesAll you of the Earth [beating, beating, beating … speak to them!]I bid you hear me!

[beating, beating, beating …]Into your midst has come a new life.[Beating steady beating

steady strong beating steady strong in rhythm with your heart and the Heart of the Earth and

the origin of all things beating steady, steady, beating …]Consent you, I implore!Make his path

smooth,That he may reach the brow of the Third Hill![Still drumming, having not missed a beat.

Steady drumming rhythmic drumming. Drumming that connects your heart of words and the

Heart of Earth with the origin of all things. Steady, steady, the beating, the energy flowing

stronger not diverted and on course, steady into the Mystery … the beating of the drum …]Ho!

You birds, great and small,That fly in the air [speak to them, sing to them all!]Ho! You animals,

great and small,That dwell in the forest,Ho! You insects that creep among the grassesAnd

burrow in the ground,I bid you hear me!Into your midst has come a new life. [Keep drumming,

drumming, drumming]Consent, consent, I implore!Make his path smooth,That he may reach

the brow of the Fourth Hill![Still beating steady, steady in rhythm with your heart and the Heart

of the Earth and the universe …]Ho! All you of the heavens, all you of the airAll you of the

Earth,I bid you hear me!Into your midst has come a new life.Consent you, I implore!
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Love to learn, “Drumming for Healing. This is an absolutely gorgeous book. Spirit Drumming is

filled with the author's moving stories of his own experiences with his drums. As well as other

contributors beautiful drum stories. I thought that I would read a bit now and then but once I

started reading, I could not put it down. I found myself reading a few pages and then just

having to sit a powerful paragraph and let it sink in to fully grasp the power, not only of the

drum itself but the experience of how it effects the body, mind and the spirit.Perhaps we could

all start drumming across the great earth and save her and then us. I am looking forward to

chanting and drumming with friends soon. Thank you for providing this work of art for all of us.”

Phil Harris, “An incredible book by an incredible author.. Gabriel Horn (White Deer of Autumn)

offers in Spirit Drumming profound teachings that will resonate through the years. Crafted with

exquisite care and beauty, both in word and image, this book is truly a gift to Spirit. I found

myself reading and stopping to reflect on what I had read over and over. Gabe's personal

stories and messages, woven skillfully with the stories of others, create a sense of intimacy, as

though author and reader are alone in the Universe during these important sharings that

transcend the subject matter and connect with the very Heart of Being. Gabe writes as he

lives: with purity of heart, with love for the Earth and all her creatures, and with devotion to

Truth.”

CrochetQueen, “No Beats. I was hoping to get a book about how to do the beats but lots of talk

but nothing that really shows you how to play it.”

Carl S, “Read Spirit Drumming to learn how the Indigenous Way can help you grow.. Spirit

Drumming, a meaningful and powerful guide, is about much more than drumming. It invites the



reader to understand and honor their connectedness with Mother Earth, all Her creatures, and

the sacred use of the Drum. Gabriel Horn, a familiar indigenous author, shares his

experiences, spiritual growth, and communication with and through the Drum. Gabriel, forever

a teacher, reveals the Natural within each of us. He shares his knowledge of wholeness with

the Drum as a special way to value all heartbeats and share our heartbeat with others. I have

read the entire book, and still find myself returning to it to find the words or ideas that I want to

ponder again. It is a very insightful read about living in the Wheel.”

Lorrie Hartman, “Beautiful Book. Perfect! she loes it!”

Ebook Tops shopper, “Very good!. This book made the recipient very happy.”

Sandra, “A beautiful soul - Spirit Drumming. Everyone who has read any of Gabe's writings

knows that he speaks from his deep and beautiful soul. His writing is powerful in a centered

and meditative way. I love anything he writes and I love this book- Gabe never disappoints.”

marijo moore, “Wonderful book by one of the best Indigenous authors of .... Wonderful book by

one of the best Indigenous authors of our era! So pleased to have a poem in this great book!”

Gd Clarke, “Great gift. Bought as a gift which was joyfully accepted.”

The book by Gabriel Horn has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 41 people have provided feedback.
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